Dear Year 2,
I hope this receives you well, with the warmest wishes and hugs.
I know that this has been a very unusual time for us all to not see one another,
but every time I see a rainbow in a window it reminds me of each of you and it
instantly makes me smile. I hope that whenever you see a rainbow you also
remember that this will not last forever and hopefully we will see each other
again very soon.
How are you all, I hope you are doing well?
Have you been eating lots of ice cream during this hot weather and going for
lots of walks? I definitely have. Or better yet have you been keeping up your
fitness with Joe every morning because I definitely tried and on the first day I
was on the floor! Mrs Khan definitely needs to get better at this!
I have been keeping up with all of your fantastic work on Purple Mash and have
read some of your lovely letters. KEEP UP THE AMAZING WORK and effort!
Your perseverance and determination has not gone unnoticed. You are all
amazing!
I am missing you a lot and hoping that you are enjoying this special time with
your families.
By the way be sure to be alert as the other adults and I will be uploading lots of
fun stories for you to listen to, just as if we were reading together in class!! =)
Before I leave I would just like to say that this is not at all easy and a huge
change for all of us especially your mummies, daddies and carers. So please give
them a huge hug, one from us and one from you. This is a letter to also say thank
you for all they have done to ensure you are still learning and smiling!

Lots of love,
Mrs Khan

